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Orbital ATK Overview

- Global Aerospace and Defense Systems Company Established by Merger of Orbital Sciences and Alliant Techsystems in 2015
- Leading Developer and Manufacturer of Innovative, Reliable and Affordable Products for Government and Commercial Customers
- More Than 12,500 Employees, Including About 4,000 Engineers and Scientists
- $4.5 Billion in Revenue in 2016
- Product Mix Ranges in Quantities From 1 Unit/Year to 1.5 Billion Units/Year
**Operating Groups**

**Flight Systems Group**  
- Space Launch Vehicles  
- Rocket Propulsion Systems  
- Missile Defense Systems  
- Aerospace Structures

**Defense Systems Group**  
- Tactical Missile Products  
- Defense Electronic Systems  
- Armament Systems  
- Ammunition and Energetics

**Space Systems Group**  
- Commercial Satellites  
- Government Satellites  
- Spacecraft Components  
- Space Technical Services

**Approximate Revenue Distribution by End User**  
- National Security: 49%  
- NASA/Civil Government: 24%  
- Commercial/International: 27%